Minutes: SBS Meeting February 13, 2013
Attendees: Alexandre Camsonne, Bogdan Wojtsekhowski, Nilanga Liyanage, Seamus Riordan, Gordon Cates, Mitra Hashemi Shabestari, John LeRose, Mark Jones, Brian Quinn, Sergey Abrahamyan

1) Gordon Cates gives talk on SBS/A1n Polarized $^3$He Target Update:
   a) See [link](#)
      i) Reviews current plan
      ii) Expected performance
      iii) Magnetic field effects (used larger coils than in the plan, but larger target cell too, speculates the effects may be offsetting…)
      iv) Metal Cell components
      v) Summary
   b) For more information see the Hall A Annual Report (circulating in draft form, should be available soon from the Hall A webpage)

2) John LeRose briefly discusses the monthly report to DOE
   a) See [link](#) for a draft of this month’s report
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